Pakistan Textile Sector
Spinning towards robust margins
9-Aug-19
• Primary margins have improved to USD0.94/kg in the running quarter, an
increase of 125%CYTD, owing to a increase in yarn prices and decrease in
cotton prices.
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• As per the forecast for 2019/20, world cotton consumption is expected to
be lower, primarily in China, translating into higher ending stocks.
• To highlight, spinning companies such as ZAHID, KOSM, GADT and CTM
would gain due to their exposure in spinning segment of 78%, 100%, 92%
and 79%, respectively.

Textile Spinning Sector vs. KSE100

• Following the slump in the cotton prices a steep decline in local yarn price
would squeeze the primary yarn margins for spinners in the short run and
hence remains a major risk to the textile spinning segment.
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Spinning Sector

• We highlight spinning sector (companies namely ZAHID, KOSM, GADT and
CTM) to gain investor’s interest on the back of attractive yarn margins and
may exhibit a short term rally.
Primary yarn margins on the up: Primary margins have improved to
USD0.94/kg in the running quarter, an increase of 125%CYTD, owing to an
increase in yarn prices and decrease in cotton prices. International cotton price
is exhibiting a downward trend where ‘Cotlook A’ has corrected by 13%CYTD
to close at USc70.0/lb. Taking cue, local cotton price also witnessed a fall of
12%CYTD to clock in at PKR7,750/maund. However, local yarn price
strengthened by 17%CYTD that led to an astronomical increase in primary yarn
margins. Therefore, if the cotton price persists its downward trend, the
spinners stand to gain as this would result in better primary yarn margins.
Outlook on international cotton prices: As per the latest report by USDA, with
25% tariff on U.S. goods in the backdrop of US-China trade war, China’s cotton
imports have been substituted by Brazil, Australia and other countries. As per
the forecast for 2019/20, world cotton consumption is expected to be lower
primarily in China translating into higher ending stocks. Consequently, the
global stock level is expected to increase to 17.5mn bales where China’s ending
stocks are expected to witness a jump of 7.2mn bales owing to global
economic slowdown. Hence, this would keep the cotton prices under pressure.
Textile spinning sector to gain: To highlight, spinning companies such as
ZAHID, KOSM, GADT and CTM would gain due to their exposure in spinning
segment of 78%, 100%, 92% and 79%, respectively. Our back of the envelop
calculation suggests that assuming the cotton and yarn price of
PKR8,400/maund and PKR1,838/10lb, respectively, for 1QFY20, ZAHID, KOSM,
GADT and CTM would post an incremental EPS for the quarter of PKR1.5,
PKR0.6, PKR28.8 and PKR1.0, respectively, as shown below:
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3,868
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GADT
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Key risk: Following the slump in the cotton prices a steep decline in local yarn
price would squeeze the primary yarn margins for spinners in the short run and
hence remains a major risk to the textile spinning segment. However, cotton
procurement season, commencing from mid August, would be a saving grace
for the industry since spinners are running low on inventory at this time of the
year. Therefore, low priced cotton would be available for spinners enabling
them to reap maximum benefit of the widened spinning margins.
Investment perspective: We highlight spinning sector (companies namely
ZAHID, KOSM, GADT and CTM) to gain investor’s interest on the back of
attractive yarn margins and may exhibit a short term rally post announcement
of their financial results. However, the rally may be short lived as the basis of
recommendation is the spot spinning margin which may vary over medium
term.
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Valuation Methodology
To arrive at our period end target prices, BIPL Securities uses different valuation methodologies including
• Discounted cash flow (DCF, DDM)
• Relative Valuation (P/E, P/B, P/S etc.)
• Equity & Asset return based methodologies (EVA, Residual Income etc.)

